Elephants, Ponies, Circus Folk
Trod Lawn at Poly Stadium

By Bob Ladd

The San Luis Park Bros. circus shown in the Poly stadium last week presented many Sun Luis Obispos, Poly students and their wives with thrills and chills in the form of top-notch acrobats, clowns and trained animals. The show lasted better than two hours with all types of acts and performances demonstrated by both humans and animals.

One of the animal acts consisted of a troupe of highly trained dogs of various breeds displaying their skills at walking on hind legs, turning somersaults in mid-air while jumping through a hoop and many other difficult tricks.

During the dog show, George, Poly's favorite pooch, remained seated and well behaved in the stands. However, until a herd of elephants lumbered onto the football field that he made his grand appearance. A host of cheers and claps, George was escorted back to his seat in the stands.

At the peak of the Czecho-

Stamps for Wounded' Drive Begins
at Cal Poly for Hospital Vets

By Lee Lipari

How many remember the day the war ended? No, not the feeling we had, but the actual date? Strange how such an important event can lose its significance four years later, isn't it? And since we're on the subject, can any of us remember the feeling we had for our buddy, the guy who fought with us, the guy who was wounded with us, and was still left in the hospital? We were lucky enough to walk out on our own.

Remember how we said, "I'll never forget this? I'll send him let-
ers, books, games, etc., just to show him we're still one of us." Well, most of us have short memori-
ses, and now, four years later, we are being reminded of our self-less promises.

Robert L. Maurer and James McGrath, dean and other members of a voluntary committee for "Stamps for the Wounded" remind the students and faculty members here at Cal Poly, that they can do a swell job in helping a lot of swell guys and gals to help themselves. More Then Hobby

As is well known, stamp collecting is not only a hobby. It can take a man on an imaginary trip around the world and back, even though he may never be able to get out of the bed he's in. It can give a lift to a man who feels life is hopeless. The recreation provided through stamp clubs is an important one for the thousands of veterans, both men and women.

This new drive for Stamps for the Wounded is aimed at all Cal Poly. It costs nothing to remove the stamps from the five-cent stamps. Many veterans are from overseas and foreign lands, and drop them in the mail to Cal Poly. Stamps for the Wounded in our Cal Poly post office stamps are also out, posited with Maurer and McGrath, in the guidance center.

The tombs will be kept on at hospitals in the area and stamps from foreign places.

A fellow seeing a stamp which is issued in a place he's never seen, will get a great deal of encouragement out of the thought that some day he'll go there again.

A Handshakes

Just like a smile gives a feeling of friendship, so a stamp can act as a handshake. It is another way of saying, "Look feller, buck-up. You're not the only one who's suffering. You're still one of the team; so, hurry up and get on you're feet. You're missed."

And that veteran, whether sick in the hospital when we were there, or wounded with us, and was still in the hospital, we were lucky enough to walk out on our own.
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Feature Editor Explores Cost of Campus Living

By Dave Goodman

It's a cinch, nothing to it at all, especially when you remember your accounting course and use a midget. What does all this refer to? Why, living on the $76 a month the Veterans Administration doles out for living expenses while we're idling to college.

This is just a rough outline, but it's a fairly representative breakdown of average monthly expenditures. Nine dollars a month keeps us sleeping on a bed. About a buck and four bits a day to keep the face full, or $45.00 a month. Half a dollar a day for cigarettes, movies, coke and junk like that, or fifteen a month to keep us feeling like semi-human beings. That leaves six bucks sitting in your pocket with nothing to do.

Mic, nothing to it. Ah, but wait a minute, how about that hot-rod? (gas, oil, lube jobs, insurance and stuff like that), or fifteen a month to keep us feeling like semi-human beings. That leaves six bucks sitting in your pocket with nothing to do.

We also wash our clothes once a week, and every other day we've a pair of slacks or a suit cleaned to remove various and sundry stains. All that should set us back about another fin a month.

Girls? Strictly a luxury item, but nice to have around. Unfortunately, they have the bad habit of either being hungry or thirsty. Therefore, in spite of the shortage of places of amusement open for evening activity, the gal friends seem to rack the back for another $15.00 a month.

How do we stand now? Only a total of $140.00. Looks like we'll have to do some cutting somehow. More walking and less driving is one answer. Hard on the feet, but easy on the pocketbook. A woman with a job doesn't hurt either.

Let's face it, a gal with a job is hard to find, and who among us can stand to walk around the corner when we have a car parked out front. No—instead of knitting your eyes out trying to get that, get a job yourself or else write to the parents at home and in that way increase the financial allotment to offset the deficit in the budget and live happily ever after.

Nothing to it.

After inquiring among the married students about how they get by, the conclusion was reached that their lot is even worse than that of the single students. In fact, those married vets questioned merely threw up their hands and exclaimed that it was impossible. This being the case we refrain from printing the budget of students with wives and children. Nuf said.

Drunk: "Hey, can you tell me where the alcoholics anonymous club is?"

Pedestrian: "Why? Do you want to join?"

Drunk: "No, I want to resign."

Brown's Music Store
GULBRANSEN PIANOS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
COMPLETE LINE OF RECORDS
"Everything Musical"
717 Higuera

One Stop Shopping Center

Over 100,000 Items
To Choose From!

- Farm Equipment
- Sporting Goods
- Hardware & Paint
- Auto Accessories

Take advantage of the large well-equipped service station located at the rear of our store.

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back

9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Free Parking

PHOTO SUPPLIES
Quality Developing and Printing
Over Night Service
Cal Photo Supply
612 Higuera Phone 775

"That's a good car!"
It runs like a dream since it's been getting the proper lubrication. All 50 wear points are covered by our scientific Veedol Safety-Check Lubrication. Drive in and let me make your car happy!
‘STAMPS FOR THE WOUNDED’ DRIVE BEGINS

(continued from Page 1)

And so your stamp can open

mind or body, begin to think

there’s a chance for him.

On the off-expressed belief that
“all medicine does not come in bottles;” members of the medical staffs
of the various veterans hospitals
encourage stamp collecting and
similiar activities. Not only do the
stamp clubs serve an important
purpose in providing interesting
diversion, but they also bring
groups together that have much in
common. Since the participating
patients come from all sections of
the country, there are always new
and different collections brought
to the meetings.

FDR Example

One of the most outstanding ex-
amples of recovery and rehabilit-
ation due to the therapeutic value
of stamp collecting was the late
Franklin D. Roosevelt. When he was stricken with infantile
paralysis in Maine, he was con-

“Known for Good Clothing”

Green Bros.

.Society Brand Clothes
.Detroit, Mallory Hats
.Manhattan Shirts
.Munsingwear, Phoenix Socks
.Croby Squares Shoes

et in his bed for over two years.

During which time he buried him-
selves in his stamps. He was often
heard to remark after recovery,
“T owe my life to stamp collecting,
for, without its absorbing interest
and consequent release from the
burden of my illness, my recovery
would have been seriously hin-
dered.”

The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem has taken hold of the idea and
is plugging daily at a world-wide
aualunre. Cal Poly should g-|b-|
hind this drive to help a former
buddy join us on the campus and
in the world of purposes. Trade
them a collection of stamps for
an empty hospital bed.

For Food

As You Like It!
TRY—
Hamburger Haven

1126 Santa Rosa Street

—or—
Dave’s Lunch

Across from S.P. Depot

Now Under Same Management

Guaranteed Balanced
Tire Treading
Seiberling and U.S.

Tires - Batteries

Kimball Tire Co.

280 Higuera

CUSHMAN
Motor Scooter
SALES PARTS SERVICE

ALBERT’S
FLORIST

Flowers for all Occasions
Reasonably Priced.
Exclusive Gifts
Flowers of Distinction

Phone 282 865 Higuera St.

ALBERT’S
FLORIST

Reasomably Priced
Exclusive Gifts

Flowers of Distinction

Phone 282 865 Higuera St.

The Original
MOTEL

INN

• Excellent
Dining Room
• Dancing

Harold Spillora, Manager
At North City Limits
Phone 1340

WATERTOWN

PLASTIC DINNERWARE

In BLUE, CORAL or BUFF

STARTER SETS—

4 plates
4 cups and saucers
4 salad plates
4 breakfast or soup bowls

Reduction for Student Body Card Holders

EL CORRAL
Administration Building
Badminton Players, Horseshoe Hurlers Show Action

Action in the badminton tournament which started on Wednesday, July 6, has been well above expectations, and Coach Bob Steele earlier this week.

Round one of the tourney has been completed and the winners are well into the second step toward the play-offs.

Asked if he were satisfied with the amount of participants that turned out and with their brand of play, Steele admitted that he was. He added, "The matches aren't really spectacular, but the fellows sure keep jumping."

Winners of the first set are: Adams, Wilson, Keaton, Mitts, Rube, Bingham, Swain, Steele, Lott, and Bredall. In the second round of play Adams took two out of three games from Rube and is now heading into the quarter finals.

Seven men out of the 18 contestants entered in the horseshoe pitching battle have earned their way into round number two.

First round winners are: Schrieber, Barlow, Thompson, Bub, MacManus, Campbell, and Vanderpool.

Registration for Second Six Weeks on July 23

All students planning to attend the second six weeks of the current summer quarter must register on Saturday, July 23 in classroom 10 at 8 a.m. Winner, dean of admissions. This registration will involve only the completion of a new set of directory and program cards for students who are now attending school. Winner said.

Permits to register will be issued to students at classroom 10 between the hours of 8 and 10 a.m. on July 23. Students should bring their second six-week period schedules when they register. Schedules may be obtained at the Corral.

There are more than 1,600 railroad tunnels in the United States. They range from 100 feet to nearly eight miles in length.